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Abstract

Encouraging results of efficient wall conditioning with ICRF discharges achieved on the circular tokamaks (without

divertors) TEXTOR, TORE SUPRA, HT-7 stimulated the next step in the development of an alternative wall condi-

tioning technique that is relevant to reactor-scale superconducting fusion machines. Here, the first results on the ICRF

discharge initiation and the wall conditioning on the large-size non-circular tokamaks ASDEX Upgrade and JET using

the standard ICRF antennas are reported. Analysis of the mass-spectrum data on both machines indicates noticeable

outgassing of deuterium, water and hydrocarbons from the walls despite operating with a non-optimized set of ICRF

discharge parameters.
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1. Introduction

In future reactor-scale superconducting fusion devices

such as ITER, the presence of permanent high magnetic
ed.
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field will prevent the use of conventional Glow Discharge

Conditioning (G-DC) in between shots due to short-cir-

cuit occurring between anode and cathode along the

magnetic field lines. The need of controlled and repro-

ducible plasma start-up and tritium removal, e.g. from

the co-deposited carbon layers, will require applying

an alternative wall conditioning procedure in future

fusion machines. Conditioning by RF discharges

generated with waves in the ion cyclotron range of fre-

quencies (ICRF-DC) is fully compatible with the pres-

ence of a magnetic field. ICRF-DC has been developed

on the circular tokamaks (without divertors) TEXTOR

[1,2], TORE SUPRA [3,4] and HT-7 [5] using the pres-

ent generation ICRF antennas without any modifica-

tions in hardware.

The conditioning efficiency, evaluated in terms of

the rate of hydrogen removal during operation of the

conditioning plasmas, was found to be much higher

for ICRF-DC than for G-DC (about 10–20 times

higher, TORE SUPRA [3], HT-7 [5]) or for ECRF-DC

performed with a focused microwave beam (about

25 times higher, TEXTOR [2]). Principles of ICRF plas-

ma production were formulated in Ref. [6]. Analysis

showed that ICRF-DC could be extrapolated to ITER

[6].

The encouraging efficiency of wall conditioning

achieved with ICRF-DC on circular tokamaks stimu-

lated the next step in the development of this alterna-

tive wall conditioning technique that is relevant to

reactor-scale superconducting fusion machines. We

report the first results obtained on the ICRF discharge

initiation and the wall conditioning on the large-size

non-circular tokamaks ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) and

JET.
2. Experimental set-up

The experiments on both machines have been per-

formed using the standard ICRF systems and under

the following conditions:

• On AUG (plasma major radius R0 = 1.65 m, horizon-

tal ah � 0.5 m and vertical av � 0.8 m minor radii): 1

to 4 ICRF antennas (each consists of two poloidal

current straps) [7] were used with PRF/ant � 3–

120 kW, f = 30 MHz and p-phasing. The ICRF sys-

tem operated without any modifications in hardware.

Multi-pulse (6 · 300 ms) or long pulse (up to 4 s)

operations were performed with a magnetic field

BT = 1–2 T in helium in the pressure range pHe =

(1–8) · 10�2 Pa. The regime of continuous helium

flow with feedback control was chosen in the

experiment.

• On JET (R0 = 2.96 m, ah � 1.25 m, av � 2.10 m): one

ICRF antenna (array C with four poloidal current
straps) [8] was used with PRF-tot � 130–245 kW,

f � 34 MHz, p-phasing and pulse length sRF = 0.5–

4 s. Some modifications in the RF generator control

system were done to manage operation in the RF

plasma generation regime. The machine operated at

BT = 1.85–2.45 T in helium or in a mixture of helium

and hydrogen (80% He, 20% H2 gas puffing mode

without feedback control). Due to technical con-

straints (pressure trip level of the antenna vacuum

transmission line (VTL) is �1 · 10�2 Pa), experi-

ments on JET were performed at lower gas pressure

in the torus, ptot � (1–8) · 10�3 Pa.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Neutral gas ICRF breakdown

To develop a reliable wall conditioning technique,

efficient for large-size fusion machines, special emphasis

was given to study the physics of ICRF discharges. This

type of RF discharge evolves from the neutral gas local

breakdown due to initial electron impact ionization by

the antenna-near field eEz (parallel to the BT-field and

evanescent in vacuum) to the main phase of plasma

production over the torus due to plasma waves propaga-

tion (x < xpe) and absorption mainly by electrons

resulting in further volume ionization [6]. A 3-D electro-

magnetic modeling of the present-day ICRF antennas

with and without Faraday shields showed that the

antennas can generate in vacuum the eEz-field of the

amplitude necessary for neutral gas breakdown and

plasma production [6]. However, the first (gas break-

down) phase of the ICRF discharge is considered

as the most critical one with respect to the antenna

RF voltage and loading due to the fast transition from

vacuum to plasma conditions. To avoid deleterious

effects of the neutral gas breakdown and arcing

inside the antenna box at this phase, the frequency of

RF generators and the RF voltage/power at antenna

straps were reduced to technically available minimal val-

ues still meeting the requirements for ICRF breakdown

[6]:

ðx=eÞð2meeiÞ1=2 6 eEzðrÞ 6 mex
2Lz=ð2eÞ: ð1Þ

Here ei is the ionization energy threshold, Lz ¼
2eEz=ðdeEz=dzÞ is the parallel length scale of the RF pon-

deromotive potential [6].

As a result of the precautionary measures, reliable

RF breakdown of the neutral gas and discharge initia-

tion (x � 4xcHe+ = xcH) were possible in both machines

over the whole parameter range covered. Fig. 1 shows

the transition from the RF breakdown phase to the

ICRF discharge phase in JET. Here hPRF/strapi and

hVRF/strapi are the RF power and the RF voltage at an-

tenna, both averaged over four radiating straps. It is
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Fig. 1. The transition from the neutral gas breakdown phase to

the ICRF discharge phase in JET.
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clearly seen that the gas breakdown occurs after some

delay and shows up in a drop in the antenna RF voltage

and in a burst in the Ha emission (measured far away

from the antenna port). From the point of view of ICRF

system operation, such a correlation is the sign of RF

discharge initiation outside of the antenna box and sub-

sequent plasma propagation along the magnetic field

lines. The pressure dependence of the neutral gas

breakdown time (associated with the RF voltage drop

and the occurrence of the initial peak in the Ha emission)

is plotted in Fig. 2 for RF discharges with similar

RF power per strap (30–50 kW) and frequency

(�30 MHz). A tendency towards an increase in break-

down time at low pressure is clearly seen. This results

from the reduced collisionality and probability for an

ionization event. Data from three tokamaks (TEXTOR,

AUG and JET) were found in a good agreement (Fig.

2), which might be an indication that the antenna RF
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Fig. 2. Pressure dependence of the RF breakdown time derived

from the Ha emission analysis (PRF/antenna strap � 30–50 kW,

f � 30 MHz, x = 4xcHe+ = 2xcD = xcH).
voltage (the antenna-near eEz electric field) plays a funda-

mental role in the neutral gas ICRF breakdown and that

the breakdown time is independent on the machine size.

However, more data from JET are necessary for detailed

analysis.

3.2. ICRF discharge/plasma characterization

Further analysis of the ICRF discharge phase re-

vealed that the antenna–plasma coupling efficiency

(fraction of generator power radiated into the plasma,

g = PRF-pl/PRF-tot = (Rant-tot � Rant-vac)/Rant-tot) was be-

tween 50% (high BT) and 75% (low BT) at AUG. This

result was found in agreement with the TEXTOR and

TORE SUPRA data base [4,6] and in line with the fast

wave propagation properties [4]. Unexpectedly low an-

tenna coupling efficiency at JET (less than 25% accord-

ing to a preliminary estimate) resulted in the antenna

operation at RF voltages close to the upper limit and

sporadic tripping occurred. This will be the subject of

further investigations.

The CCD cameras monitoring RF discharges in

toroidal and poloidal directions indicated that ICRF

plasmas were toroidally uniform (like on circular ma-

chines) but poloidally located mostly at the machine

low field side, LFS (ICRF antennas side). The ECE radi-

ation temperature data confirmed that RF plasmas radi-

ally extended in front of the AUG ICRF antennas by

15 cm only. To improve the RF plasma homogeneity,

several recipes have been used in the experiments. On

AUG, the poloidal extent of the plasma could be in-

creased by superposing an additional vertical magnetic

field (BV � BT). On JET, the plasma extended radially

over the vessel center towards the HFS when a gas mix-

ture of helium and hydrogen (80% He, 20% H2) was in-

jected (Fig. 3). This had been predicted from the electron
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the line-integrated density for two similar

ICRF discharges in JET performed in helium (#61624, dashed)

and in a gas mixture of �80% He and �20% H2 (#61626, solid).
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power deposition profiles calculated with the 1D RF

model of Ref. [9] for helium RF plasmas with variable

H concentrations.

Analysis of the core atomic spectroscopy data

showed appearance of the Ha, Da and HeI (neutral) lines

during the JET ICRF discharges. The impurity analysis

of the VUV spectroscopy data indicated that the main

impurity observed in JET ICRF discharges was HeI

(dominated the spectrum) with the HeII line weak pres-

ent and clear evidence of CII in the long pulse RF shot

#61631 (sRF = 4 s). Assuming an equilibrium (coronal)

ionization balance, Te can be approximately derived

from the ionization stages observed. This evaluation re-

sulted in Te � 2–3 eV for shots at the gas pressure

ptot � (4–6) · 10�3 Pa and Te � 4–5 eV when gas pres-

sure decreased (ptot � 2 · 10�3 Pa). There was no evi-

dence in the VUV spectrum of lines or bands of lines

that could be due to metals.

Analysis of the line-integrated density on both ma-

chines (nel 6 6 · 1017 m�2) showed that the RF plasma

density was proportional to the injected RF power (a

sign of weakly ionized plasma) and increased with the

torus pressure. The ionization degree roughly estimated

from the averaged density/pressure measurements was

found to be rather low, ne/(ne+n0) < 0.1.

On both tokamaks, high-energetic fluxes of H (with

energies up to 60 keV) and of D atoms (up to 25 keV)

were detected by a neutral particle analyzer (NPA).

Fig. 4 shows typical H and D atoms spectra observed

in two similar AUG ICRF discharges performed in dif-

ferent magnetic fields. The NPA viewing line passed

roughly through plasma center and was oriented along

the torus major radius in horizontal plane and vertically

with 13� upwards with respect to the horizontal plane.

At BT = 2.0 T (on-axis resonances x = xcH = 2xcD), H
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Fig. 4. Hydrogen (dashed lines 1, 2) and deuterium (solid lines

3, 4) atom spectra observed with NPA in the similar AUG

ICRF discharges (PRF � 370 kW, pHe � 4.0 · 10�2 Pa) at

BT = 2.0 T (black) and BT = 1.0 T (grey).
and D atoms spectra have the same shape up to

14 keV (curves 1 and 3, respectively) with the similar

averaged energy E?H � E?D � 3:0 keV. On the contrary,

for BT = 1.0 T (twice higher on-axis cyclotron harmonic

resonances x = 2xcH = 4xcD) clear evidence of tail for-

mations in distribution functions of H and D atoms

was observed (curves 2 and 4, respectively) with higher

averaged energy for hydrogen (E?H � 5:0 keV, E?D �
2:5 keV). This fact may be understood in terms of RF

quasilinear diffusion: cyclotron harmonic heating tends

to accelerate more the faster particles with tail formation

at higher energy than fundamental heating [10]. How-

ever, we remind that the AUG ICRF plasmas were cre-

ated mainly at LFS. Therefore, a minor population of

protons and deuterons might be involved in the on-axis

ion cyclotron heating. The observed phenomenon will be

a subject for further analysis. The observations of high-

energy H and D atom fluxes in AUG and JET ICRF

plasmas confirm similar results previously reported from

other ICRF wall conditioning experiments [3,5,6].

3.3. ICRF discharge conditioning

The discharge conditioning is attributed to the re-

moval of adsorbed gas species from the wall so that they

may then be pumped out of the system. The adsorbed

atoms may be removed by electronic excitation, chemi-

cal interaction and momentum/energy transfer [11].

For the latter mechanism, the rate of desorption in-

creases with the impact energy of the ions and their

masses [12]. ICRF discharges generate high-energetic

fluxes of ions in a natural way due to presence of cyclo-

tron mechanism (Fig. 4) and may be considered promis-

ing for wall conditioning.

The wall conditioning tests on both machines have

been performed in the regime with single long RF pulse

(4 s) operation. First analysis of the data of the residual

gas analyzer (RGA) on AUG and JET yielded the fol-

lowing results. The wall conditioning effect could be seen

by an increase in the partial pressure (outgassing) of H2

HD, D2 in the AUG case and similarly for masses m = 2,

m = 3, m = 4, m = 6, m = 18, m = 20 in the JET case. The

mass spectra of the residual gas recorded before and

after the JET ICRF conditioning shot (#61631) were

quite different (Fig. 5). The analysis of the fraction pat-

tern revealed that the large increase in the mass-spec-

trum intensity for masses m = 2 (H2 or D), m = 3 (HD)

and m = 4 (D2 or He) was probably due to both gas-

into-vessel injection (80% He + 20% H2 to initiate more

homogeneous RF discharge) and gas release from the

walls. Noticeable increase in the intensity for the other

masses like m = 6 (D3), m = 18 (CD3, DO, H2O),

m = 20 (CD4, D2O), etc. may be attributed to the wall

conditioning effect. However, more systematic studies

are necessary to quantify more the wall release and con-

ditioning effect.



Fig. 5. Mass-spectrum of the residual gas in the JET vessel

before (a) and after (b) the ICRF conditioning shot #61631

(constant PRF-gen � 230 kW, decayed BT = 2.45–1.85 T and

ptot � (7–1) · 10�3 Pa).
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